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Dear Readers, Eid Mubarak!
As we bid adieu to the holy month of Ramadhan, a
month of purification and adopting good habits, I hope
we come out of the holy month as an environmentally
active society pioneering a sustainable lifestyle.
I hope that the last month of the Spring was fruitful
and productive for all of you. The month of June is a
month of great significance for the environmentally
conscious individuals all over the globe. On June 5th,
Habiba Al Mar’ashi
people around the world will celebrate the World
EEG Chairperson
Environment Day. This year, millions of people across
the globe will rally under the theme of “Beat Air
Pollution”, a call to action for all of us to come together to combat one of the great
environmental challenges of our time. Every year, EEG holds its Annual Awarding Ceremony
to celebrate the occasion of World Environment Day and bring to light the champions of its
waste management and recycling programme, whose commendable efforts have not just
made our six recycling campaigns successful, but have made a substantial difference.
For EEG, the busy month of May began with an inspiring Awarding Ceremony, that unveiled
and celebrated the winners of the Environmental Drawing Competition 2019 and exhibited
the 41 winning entries with strong environmental messages, creating a bright and colourful
scene. I am proud to share that this year witnessed the highest ever participation rate
from schools, since the inception of the programme in 2004. A total of 2,148 entries were
received from 566 regular and determined schools with a total participation of over 162,000
students including 106 student members of the EEG.
On the waste management front, it gives me great pleasure to inform you that EEG has
successfully concluded Part 1 of its “One Root One Communi-tree” project. A total of
69 academic institutions and 135 student members and 48 companies registered for the
successful cycle. The project will result in the planting of 511 native trees on the 19th
of December (Read more on Page 4). EEG will also roll out two of its popular recycling
campaigns in June, the “Neighbourhood Recycling Project” and project “Recycle. Reforest.
Repeat”. The wonderful campaigns will provide all of our enthusiastic student, academic
and corporate members with an opportunity to engage in active recycling during the
summer and contribute to World Environment Day with the help and guidance of EEG.
It is our core duty to see the full picture and understand that to make a change we need
to be a conscious society that is observant of what is happening around us in the UAE and
the world as a whole. Hence, in this edition of the newsletter, you will learn about the
latest developments such as the UNCCD celebrating its 25th anniversary and the official
theme of this year’s World Environment Day. EEG is committed to support the government
in its sustainability strategy, applying the most recent developments to its programmes and
actively engaging its members and stakeholders in environmental awareness and recycling
practices. The month of May was one of the busiest for EEG, from numerous presentations
and meetings with environmentally responsible corporate entities, to webinars with global
organisations. I truly wish that by reading this newsletter you get to see things happening
through the eyes of EEG and become part of this environmental legacy. EEG anticipates
that the month of June will be buzzing with action packed programmes and will witness the
celebration of the Annual Awarding Ceremony 2019 and the launch of numerous significant
campaigns. In the coming months, I hope you carry forward the virtues and values of
Ramadhan by giving back to the nature and the environment. Let’s reach next Ramadhan as
a changed society having adopted environmentally sustainable lifestyles.

Engage in GREEN
Discussions

visit us at facebook
EmiratesEnvironmentalGroup

BRING YOUR RECYCLABLES: Every SATURDAY, 8:30AM to 3:00PM.
Villa No. JMR. 68, Jumeirah 1, Between Dubai Zoo and Beach Centre.
For more info, call EEG at 04 344 8622, or email eeg@emirates.net.ae.

follow us on twitter
@EGG_UAE

“One Root One
Communi-tree”
Campaign concluded
successfully on
19.05.19
Save the Date
19.06.19
Panel Discussion
Climate Change:
Time for Action

EEG Celebrates World
Environment Day!
#BeatAirPollution

visit our website
www.eeg-uae.org
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EEG attends UK-UAE AI Research Forum
The UK Science and Innovation Network conducted the UK-UAE AI research Forum on the 2nd of May 2019, under the patronage of His Excellency the UAE
Minister of State for Artificial Intelligence, hosted by Heriot Watt University Dubai, with support from the British Council. EEG was invited to attend the
forum which provided an opportunity for scientists, industry and government officials from the UAE and UK to network, brainstorm, share knowledge
and explore collaborations in research and innovation. A plethora of topics related to health, security, environment and ethics were discussed in great
detail by a dynamic group of over 20 leading AI speakers and panelists who provided in-depth insights into AI trends within the UK and the UAE. The
speakers, panel moderators and panelists represented 11 universities from the UK (Heriot Watt University; Ulster University, University of Birmingham,
University of Cambridge, University of Cardiff, University of Edinburgh, University of Newcastle, University of Oxford, University of Southampton,
University of South Wales, University of Warwick) and 9 organisations from the UAE (Abu Dhabi University, Dubai Future Foundation, EBTIC, Khalifa
University, Microsoft Middle East, RIT Dubai, Smart Dubai, UAE Office for AI, UAE University).
The underlying message of the event was succinctly put by the keynote speaker - Dame Wendy Hall who provided an enlightening presentation about
the AI revolution from a UK perspective, including key issues such as trust, ethics and diversity: “If AI isn’t diverse, it isn’t ethical”, stressing the
importance of more women, cultures religions and nationalities be part of the future of developing AI.

EEG visits Nestle Al-Maha Plant
EEG was invited to visit its corporate member Nestle Middle East’s 18th factory in the region
on the 9th of May. The factory is situated in Dubai South and the visit was part of Nestle’s
commitment to be more involved in sustainability and environmental initiatives locally. The
EEG team were introduced to a variety of energy conservation, waste management, resource
efficiency, sustainable consumption and renewable energy projects currently being done in the
plant. EEG was happy to hear that the plant will be 85% run on solar power through the largest
solar 7.6 MWp Ground-Mounted and Rooftop Solar Plant in the UAE, and that Nestle will aim to
raise this target to 100% in the near future, by further reducing their energy consumption. EEG
and Nestle will be organising a clean-up on the first week of June and will engage closely with
EEG in the future for all the upcoming events.

EEG Chairperson attends the Ramadan Majlis for World Bee Day
On the occasion of the World Bee Day, EEG Chairperson Habiba Al Mar’ashi, attended an evening
Ramadan Majlis last evening in celebration of World Bee Day organized by H.E. Eng. Sheikh
Salem bin Sultan bin Saqr Al Qasimi, member of the Government of Ras Al-Khaimah Executive
Council, Chairman of the Department of Civil Aviation in RAK and Honorary member of EEG
at his Majlis in Ras Al Khaimah. The event was attended by many international and national
dignitaries, diplomats, scientists and experts from the Food Control Authority.
The evening suhoor raised awareness on the importance of apiculture and its significance in
ensuring food security in the region. Emirates Environmental Group is proud to work together
with Al Najeh Honey to promote bee conservation in the region. 1/3rd of the world’s food
production depends on bees.
Bees are renowned for their role in providing high-quality food - honey, royal jelly and pollen
- and other products such as beeswax, propolis & honey bee venom. Bees rely on their sense
of smell to identify different flowers, making them effective pollinators. But air pollution can
mask scent molecules from plants, which means bees need to forage longer & become less
effective pollinators.
If you’re interested in learning about bee breeding programme, becoming a bee keeper for a
day, or learn more about apitherapy, then reach out to Hatta Honeybee Garden and Discovery
Centre by visiting the website: www.hattahoney.ae or call +971(0)564996405

EEG Student Members completes Quick Race challenge!
EEG rolled out the Quick-Race challenge for our student members, wherein they were requested
to collect and deposit 5 kg of Aluminium Cans for recycling between 8th of May and 22nd of
May. Recycling of Aluminium Cans is essential for the protection of the environment and the
conservation of resources. Recycling Aluminium Cans carries various environmental benefits in
the long run. For example, recycling a can will save 95% of the energy used to make a complete
new one from virgin ore.
This year 30 student members participated in the challenge and managed to collect 117 kg of
Aluminium Cans for recycling. This has resulted in mitigation of 1.7 MT CO2e, saved 26 Million
BTU of energy and saved 2.8 m3 of landfill space. The participants were also automatically
registered for the “Your Can For A Tree” project and their contributions will be counted towards
being a step closer to getting to plant an indigenous sapling under their name on 19.12.19.
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Environmental Drawing Competition Awarding Ceremony 2019
EEG organised a special and stand-alone awarding ceremony to unveil and celebrate the winners of its 2019 Environmental Drawing Competition on
the 19.05.19 in the Ismaili Centre, Dubai. The Awarding Ceremony commended the talented young artists and exhibited the 41 winning entries with
strong environmental messages, creating a bright and colourful scene. The winning students received gifts, courtesy Al Hathboor and Mcdonalds UAE.
Each of the marvellous drawings held a unique perception of current environmental challenges and demonstrated hope, which the youth hold for a
sustainable future.
This year the competition included three wide-ranging and powerful themes, which were orchestrated in line with the most current environmental
issues and developments. “One World, One Family” was developed in strong correlation with the UAE’s Year of Tolerance national mandate, encouraging
the students, between the age of 12 and 16 years, to understand the importance of a tolerant society and culture.
As an accredited member of UNCCD, EEG works closely on the issue of combatting desertification and hence the topic of “Green UAE”, for students
between 9 and 11 years was rolled out which encouraged them to visualise and paint a picture for a greener and cleaner UAE that they would like to
live in.
The youngest participants of the competition, between the age of 6 and 8 years, presented entries under the topic of “Kindness to Animals”, as an NGO
accredited to the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), this topic was chosen to raise awareness on the importance of protecting
the species in the animal kingdom which are currently facing huge pressures on their existence due to anthropogenic activities.

LIST OF WINNERS
Category

Kindness
Animals

Position

to

Green UAE

Schools

Winner

Shara Rajamohamed
Leaders Private School

Hamda Sultan
Madinat Zayed Center for Care and
Rehabilitation

1st Runner Up

Ryaan George Naveen
Abu Dhabi Indian School, Boys

Mohamed Abdel Fattah
Al Wafa School for Capacity Development

2nd Runner Up

Naisha Bhatia
GEMS Modern Academy

Shekha Bassam
Abu Dhabi Autism center

Winner

Rawhan Zoharin
Leaders Private School

Mohamed Rashed
Al Qoa Center for Care and Rehabilitation

1st Runner Up

Hoora Khan
Al Sadiq Islamic English School

Khalfan Obaid
Abu Dhabi Autism center

2nd Runner Up

Pavani Sai Krishna
GEMS Modern Academy

Saif Abdullah
Sharjah City for Humanitarian Services Khourfakan Branch

Jaweria Imtiaz
Gulf Asian English School

Saeed Soliman
Al Qoa Center for Care and Rehabilitation

Arjun Reji Kumar
Sunrise English Private School

Asmaa Saeed Al Za'abi
Sharjah City for Humanitarian Services, Kalba
Branch

1st Runner Up

Aiman Kashif
The City School International

Aya Saeed Al Hagry
Abu Dhabi Center for Care and Rehabilitation

2nd Runner Up

Maitha Abdalla
New World American Private
School

Manea Adel Al Wahdy
Abu Dhabi Center for Care and Rehabilitation

Winner (Tie)
One World,
One Family
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EEG Successfully Concludes Phase 1 of One Root One Communi-tree Project!
The 19.05.19 marked the conclusion of Phase 1 of EEG’s popular “One Root One Communi-tree” project, which aimed at driving awareness and action
around the urgent need to recycle. For its first phase, the project welcomed on board academic institutions and families, who deposited six recyclable
materials for a chance to plant a tree sampling in their name, during EEG’s “For Our Emirates We Plant” event in December.
A total of 69 academic institutions and 135 student members and 48 companies registered for the successful cycle, depositing 345,182 kg of paper,
21,277 kg of plastic, 1238 kg of Aluminium Cans, 184 mobile phones, 18,764 kg of glass and 970 toners. The project will result in the planting of 511
native trees on the 19th of December.
The second phase of the project will commence on the 19th of September for EEG’s devoted corporate and individual members. We congratulate all
those who met the targets and the following are the top achievers for the programme!

Company Name

Trees Earned

UAE Exchange

51

Two Season Hotel & Tristar Group

30

Abela & Co.

25

Top Schools

Trees Earned

Our Own High School, Al Warqa'a, Dubai

7

SHARJAH INDIAN SCHOOL JUWAIZA

4

Delhi Private School Dubai
Delhi Private School LLC, Sharjah
Dubai Men's College
GEMS United Indian School, AUH

3 (Each)

Top Individuals

Trees Earned

Kush Bhautik Vaidya

7

Kriti Kamath
Lacksana Karthikeyan
Nehan Naseem Ali
Nia Tony

6 (Each)

Kavyashree Elanchezhian
Satvik V

5 (Each)

Your Can for A Tree
On the 1st of April 2019, EEG launched its popular Your Can for A Tree project for all sectors
of the society to utilise the platform and submit Aluminium Cans for recycling in return for an
opportunity to plant a sapling of an indigenous tree under their name.
The project will run until the 30th of June, with the minimum targets to receive a tree set at 50 kg
for individuals, 200 kg for academic institutions and 225 kg for corporate entities.
EEG urges the community to realise the benefits of recycling and work towards achieving the
overall objective of zero waste in landfills and encourages all of its readers to register for the
significant project. Click here to sign up now: https://forms.gle/2jsYUmgi7GNZ3jzF9
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EEG to host its Annual Awarding Ceremony on World Environment Day
The Emirates Environmental Group will celebrate the successes of EEG’s waste management and recycling champions for the year 2018. The unique
nation-wide event will be graciously hosted at the Dubai Knowledge Park on the 10th of June, commemorating the World Environment Day.
The Ceremony will award the corporate entities, academic institutions and families, which were the top collectors in 6 categories, including Aluminium
Cans, plastic, paper, glass, toners and mobile phones. As part of the highly anticipated event, EEG’s Academic Members will further be given a platform
to exhibit art, created from waste.
The Awarding Ceremony is very crucial for the success of EEG’s waste management programmes and goes a long way in driving performance among the
participants of its impactful campaigns. Commemorating the 2019 Theme of World Environment Day, “Beat Air Pollution”, EEG’s recycling campaigns
transform attitudes and change practices to reverse the trend of over-consumption and wastefulness. Stay tuned for our upcoming newsletter to learn
more about the biggest Waste Management Awarding Ceremony in the country!

EEG Launches Neighbourhood Recycling Project (#NRP19)
EEG rolled out “The Neighbourhood Recycling Project” on the 1st of June, as a platform to engage its active
student members in recycling practices during the summer months.
The duration of this campaign is from the 1st of June 2019 until 30th September 2019, wherein the enthusiastic
student members of EEG are required to create flyers and distribute them among their neighbours to
encourage a two-week collection of recyclable materials under the project.
Once the minimum targets are achieved, the students are eligible to plant a tree under their name with
EEG on the 19th of December 2019. Do not miss this great opportunity and register via the link:
https://forms.gle/8uuUU4uCseitVVP68

LOCAL NEWS

Recycle. Reforest. Repeat. 2019
As part of EEG’s yearly tradition to support UNCCD in its cause for healthy lands, and on the occasion of the
World Day to Combat Desertification (#WDCD19) EEG has rolled out its popular project “Recycle. Reforest.
Repeat 2019” from the 19th of June and it will continue till 19th of July in an effort to engage the local
community in meaningful action towards combatting desertification.
Due to the popular requests and high visibility of the programme, EEG answered the call to open the
significant programme to non-member entities to participate and deposit their paper in return for a
certificate of participation and a tree to be planted under their name during EEG’s Annual Tree Planting
Ceremony on the 19th of December 2019.
Do not miss this great opportunity and register via the link:
https://forms.gle/uub2LFeqxaMtUJH59

EEG hosts third Panel Discussion! “Climate Change – Time for Action”
EEG is organising its 3rd Panel Discussion of the year in Dubai on the 19th of June under the topic of Climate
Change: Time for Action.
The panel discussion will aim to foster an open conversation about the importance of the efforts we need
to undertake in order to combat the effects of climate change. The panel discussion will focus on the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goal No: 13, Climate Action, which states that urgent climate
action is required to combat climate change and strengthen resilience and adaptive capacity to climate
induced impacts.
The solutions required to tackle global warming are well known and available, what is missing in the drive
to implement climate action. There is an impressive group of speakers representing international and
national bodies within the UAE, register now and do not miss this wonderful and unique opportunity.
Click here to register: https://forms.gle/nLCDGxGkjBcuBhdi619th of December 2019. Do not miss this
great opportunity and register via the link:
https://forms.gle/uub2LFeqxaMtUJH59
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EEG engages with IUCN
EEG was also invited by IUCN in April to participate in the consultation process for the formulation of the Draft Programme 20212024. As per the 5-month consultation and review process, partners have been asked to shape the document, which is a result of
comprehensive discussions that have taken place over the last few months with the IUCN Council, the IUCN Membership and IUCN
Commissions representatives. The Draft Programme 2021-2024 will be presented in detail at the Regional Conservation Forum, which
every member/partner is encouraged to attend.

IUCN NEWS

IUCN Organises its 96th Council Meeting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The IUCN conducted its 96th meeting of the Council at Gland, Switzerland. From the 28th -31st of March, EEG received an
update on the important decisions undertaken at this prestigious event and would like to share the same with its readers.
The following were established as per the endorsement of the Council:
1. Motions Working Group
2. Succession Planning Committee
3. An elected Indigenous Councillor position
Other significant decisions included:
1. Approval of the Director General’s objectives for 2019;
2. Welcoming the Report of the External Review of IUCN’s Governance;
3. Endorsing the transition towards a new IUCN Director General, Grethel Aguilar;
4. Welcoming the IUCN Draft Programme 2021-2024;
At the meeting, the IUCN also approved the improvements made to its governance structure as well as harmonising the
nominations process across all IUCN Commissions.
In terms of membership, the IUCN approved the admission of 21 organisations as well as deferred that of 3 institutions.

UN Report: One Million Species at Risk of Extinction
On Monday the 6th of May, the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) presented its
report put together by more than 400 experts from more than 50 countries in front of more than 130 Government delegates at the
UNESCO headquarters. The report highlighted that human activities are putting more pressure on flora and fauna than ever before
and states that the world is put on ‘notice’. 25% of all plants and animals are now considered ‘vulnerable’ and marine pollution has
increased ten-fold since 1980 affecting at least 267 species, including 86 % of marine turtles, 44 % of seabirds and 43 % of marine
mammals. “The loss of species, ecosystems and genetic diversity is already a global and generational threat to human well-being,”
insisted Sir Robert Watson, IPBES Chair. “Protecting the invaluable contributions of nature to people will be the defining challenge
of decades to come. Policies, efforts and actions - at every level - will only succeed, however, when based on the best knowledge
and evidence.”

UNEP NEWS

Committee of Permanent Representatives Subcommittee Meeting
On the 7th of May 2019, UN Environment organised the Committee of Permanent Representatives Subcommittee Meeting with the aim
to conduct an initial assessment of the fourth session of the UN Environment Assembly. The meeting was chaired by H.E. Mrs. Elizabeth
Taylor-Jay, Vice-Chair of the Committee of Permanent Representatives, Ambassador and Permanent Representative of Colombia.
Aspects of the UN Environment Assembly discussed included:
• Results of the post-Assembly survey completed by attendees and participants;
• Political outcomes, participation statistics (including on gender) the overall perception of the Assembly, as well as follow-up action;
• The Secretariat was commended for their hard-work and support during the Assembly;
• Member States urged the outcomes of the Assembly to be regarded as an investment as well as a knowledge-sharing platform;
• An important lesson learnt was a focus on quality rather than quantity, especially with regards to the number of draft resolutions
that were discussed at the Assembly;
Other items discussed at the Subcommittee Meeting were:
• A contribution to the 2019 High-Level Political Forum on Sustainable Development (which will be held in New York in July 2019);
• A briefing on the UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration (2021-2030)
• A briefing on the preparations for World Environment Day 2019
EEG looks forward to a productive year ahead and congratulates UN Environment on all its endeavours – past and present.

UNCCD NEWS

UNEP organises the third substantive session of its ad hoc open-ended working group
From the 20th – 22nd of May 2019, the United Nations Environment Programme organised the third substantive session of the ad hoc
open-ended working group.
By General Assembly resolution 72/277, the Assembly requested the Secretary-General to submit to the General Assembly at its
73rd session in 2018, a technical and evidence-based report that identifies and assesses possible gaps in international environmental
law and environment-related instruments with a view to strengthening their implementation (Gap Report). The Gap Report can be
accessed here: https://www.unenvironment.org/events/conference/towardsglobal-pact-environment.
The General Assembly also decided to establish an ad hoc open-ended working group under its auspices to consider the SecretaryGeneral’s report and to discuss possible options to address gaps in international environmental law and environment-related
instruments. The 1st and 2nd substantive sessions were held in Nairobi January and March 2019, respectively.
During the 2nd substantive session, the Co-Chairs invited participants to send their concrete proposals on options to address possible
gaps of international environmental law and environment-related instruments.
The main focus areas of this session included:
1. Adoption of the agenda and Programme of Work;
2. Statement on the financing of the activities of the ad hoc open-ended working group;
3. Consideration of the draft recommendations;
4. Consideration of the draft report of the working group
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EEG MEMBERS’ UPDATE

EEG warmly welcomed 13 new and 19 renewed student members during the month of May 2019
STUDENT MEMBERS
Saarah Jaleel Padiyath

New

Evelyn Binu Mathew

New

Nikita Gaikwad

Renewal

Fariza Ellahi

New

Manraj Singh

New

Trisha Sayani

Renewal

Hridaan Mathur

New

Anwesha Mukherjee

Renewal

Abhijith Biju

Renewal

Pranshu Mathur

New

Chirag Sawlani

Renewal

Aamira Patil

Renewal

Khalifa Abdulla Al Suwaidi

New

Rupali Joshi

Renewal

Nicole Ann Philip

Renewal

Hind Abdulla Al Suwaidi

New

Amoghavarsha Bhat

Renewal

Nia Treeza Tony

Renewal

Ali Abdulla Al Suwaidi

New

Jaahnvi Shastri

Renewal

Diya Unni

Renewal

Salama Abdulla Al Suwaidi

New

Aryan Kundra

Renewal

Venkatesan Jayalakshmi

Renewal

Keerthana Narayan

New

Aadrika Singh

Renewal

Palagiri Bhavish

Renewal

Omar Aslam Noor

New

Kashinadh Pranesh

Renewal

Gokulan Kumar Ananthan

Renewal

Madhav Narayan Sangeeth

New

Anam Aslam

Renewal

NOT A MEMBER YET?
SIGN UP TODAY...

EEG welcomes new members as part of the family. To know more about EEG: Call (+971) 4 344 8622
or Fax us at (+971) 4 344 8677 Log on www.eeg-uae.org; or email us on eeg@emirates.net.ae

World Environment Day Mask Challenge
Nine out of ten people breathe polluted air. From 24th of May, through to #WorldEnvironmentDay on 5th of June, UNEP is calling on everyone to join the
Mask Challenge. Face masks are a great symbol to show leaders we want to breathe clean air. Alongside celebrities, influencers and creators, the World
Environment Day campaign invites everyone to:

1- Decide what action you are going to take to #BeatAirPollution
Here are some examples:
• Use public transport or car sharing, cycle or walk
• Switch to a hybrid or electric vehicle and request electric taxis
• Turn off the car engine when stationary
• Reduce your consumption of meat and dairy to help cut methane emissions
• Compost organic food items and recycle non-organic trash
• Switch to high-efficiency home heating systems and equipment
• Save energy: turn off lights and electronics when not in use
• Choose non-toxic paints and furnishings to #WorldEnvironmentDay

2- Make a pledge and challenge others to take action
May 24th – June 4th
• Take a photo or video of yourself wearing a mask to post on social media. Don't
have a mask?
• Get creative and make your own!
• In your post share the action you’ll take to reduce air pollution
• Tag 3 people/companies and EEG to challenge them to do the same.
• Use #EEG #WorldEnvironmentDay and #BeatAirPollution in your social media posts
and don’t forget to tag @EEGDUBAI and @UNEnvironment.
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WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME - MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT
WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME - MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT

September 2018
June 2019

The collection of materials for recycling in the month of May resulted in the following benefits:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

GHG Reductions 352 (MTCO2)
Saving of 2,394 Million BTU of Energy
Saving of 548 m3 of Landfill Space
Saving of 1,766 trees from being felled
Saving of 1,404 Gallons of Gasoline
Quantity
(kg)

Quantity
(kg)

PAPER COLLECTION CAMPAIGN

Schools

"EEG has collected 86,411 kg of Paper from 323 participants
during the month of May 2019, an increase of 7% compared
to May 2018. We encourage our participants to be actively
involved in our Campaigns in the year 2019 so as to enable
us to work towards our 2019 target. The Top Collectors were:
"

Delhi Private School Sharjah

4,566

Madiha Javed

Private International English
Speaking School Abu Dhabi

4,485

Nia Tony

850

Petroleum Institute

4,270

Lacksana Karthikeyan

800

CAN COLLECTION CAMPAIGN

Schools

EEG has collected 417 kg of Aluminum Cans from 41 participants
during the month of May 2019, a decrease of 61% compared to
May 2018.The top collectors for the month were:

PLASTIC COLLECTION CAMPAIGN
EEG has collected 6,008 kg of Plastic from 133 participants
during the month of May 2019 a increase of 14% compared to
May 2018. We encourage our participants to reduce the amount
of plastic ending in landfills by collecting more in the year 2019.
The top collectors for the month were:

Quantity
(kg)

British School Al Khubairat
-

12

-

Quantity
(kg)

Families

Joseph Manoj
Chittilappilly

66

Our Own High School - Al
Warqaa (Boys)

330

Ahmad Moosa AlHashimi

45

Dubai National School

275

Ananya Sharma

40

Quantity
(kg)

EEG has collected 415 pcs of Toners from 11 participants
during the month of May 2019, an increase of 31% compared
to May 2018.We encourage our participants to be active in the
year 2019. The Top collectors were:

Delhi Private School Sharjah

24

Emirates Future International
Academy

19

MOBILE COLLECTION CAMPAIGN

Schools

EEG has collected 4,045 kg of Glass Bottles from 43 participants
during the month of May 2019, a increase of 191% compared to
May 2018. We encourage our participants to collect more in the
year 2019. The Top collectors were:

-

10

350

Schools

GLASS COLLECTION CAMPAIGN

Madhiha Javed

Dubai Mens College

TONER COLLECTION CAMPAIGN

EEG has collected 362 pcs of Mobile Phones from 7 participants
during the month of May 2019, a decrease of 11% compared to
May 2018. We thank our participants and encourage them to
collect more for the year 2019.The Top collectors were:

1,460

Quantity
(kg)

Families

-

Quantity
(kg)

Schools

Families

Quantity
(kg)

Quantity
(kg)

Families

-

-

-

-

Quantity
(kg)

Families

Our Own High School - Al
Warqaa (Boys)

150

Delhi Private School Sharjah

113

-

-

-

-

-

-

Quantity
(Kg)

Schools

Shivani Adduri &
Sivadurga Adduri (Tie)

30

Quantity
(Kg)

Families

British School Al Khubairat

180

Nirja Kumar

130

The Arbor School

80

Twarita Varma

124

-

-

-

-

EEG encourages all its students & schools to intensify efforts for the year 2019 to contribute significantly to the betterment of our environment and
achieve the set targets for the above campaigns.
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